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Headmaster’s blog…..   

 
 

Dear Parents, 
 
What a splendid way it was to end the week with our Harvest Assembly this morning. The  
children were absolutely fantastic and the work of the teachers in Pre-Prep was clear for all to 
see. I said to several parents of the younger children that as each year goes by, they will see their 
children’s confidence grow and their voices increase in volume. If you have a child in the higher 
years of the school, you will know exactly what I mean. 
 
We have had a great week with the Anglian Water challenge generating lots of excitement as the 
children’s engineering ideas came to life and the World of Work talk by Tamara Hunt was greatly 
appreciated and incredibly interesting. I have been delighted by the sports results this week and 
although we do not win every match (though certainly more than our fair share) it is the team 
ethic that I find most important and most inspiring. My assembly this week was on the theme of 
symbiosis and that is what we see every week when children work together to reach a higher 
platform. I was particularly pleased that this collaborative effort was used to avenge our semi-
final loss in last weekend’s OBH 7s Hockey. Congratulations also to all of our Cross Country  
runners this week. They represented the School and themselves incredibly well. 
 
There is only one week to go until half-term. I do not know where the time has gone but the 
weather is certainly suggesting we are nearing the late Autumn. 
 
Best wishes to all, 
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Matters of the Moment…… 
 

Year 6 WW2 Creative Time-Travel Experience 
Thursday 17th October 5.00 pm 
We will be presenting an informal WW2 creative time-travel experience 
for Year 6 parents on Thursday 17th October at 5.00 pm in the Ives  
Studio. The entertainment will include the following: a selection of the 
children's Blitz poetry and prose; Evacuation prose and postcards; drama 
scenes; a WW2 song. All children will be involved in the drama and  
music; the poetry and prose will offer a snapshot of what Year 6 pupils 
have been writing throughout the first half of term. It will finish at a 
pproximately 5.30 pm. Everyone is welcome. Tea and coffee will be  
available. Officious Year 6 AR wardens will be on hand to show you to 
your seats. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Second-Hand Sports Kit Sale for  
Stowmarket Food Bank  
Friday 18th October 
We are holding a second-hand sports kit sale in the Britten Hall for any 
equipment and clothing that is no longer required. If you have any items 
to sell, please label them clearly with your name and a price. These can 
be left in the foyer of the Britten Hall from Monday. Proceeds from the 
sale will be split 50/50 between you and the charity. Thank you for your 
support. 

 

 
The Friends  Facebook page 
 

The Friends of OBH have launched their own Facebook group. The closed 
Facebook group is solely for the use of existing OBH parents and is 
intended as a forum and a source of community information for OBH  
parents. If you would like to join the group, use the facebook search for 
The Friends of OBH and request to join. Page admins will monitor  
requests and will only accept requests from current parents. Group  
members will be able to submit posts to the page admin, and once  
approved these will be shown on the group feed.  

 

On Monday evening we welcomed 
Tamara Hunt to OBH for our first 
World of Work talk of the 2019/20 
academic year. Tamara discussed her 
career journey, in addition to her  
current business. We heard about her 
love of writing, and her various  
careers in journalism, estate agency, 
the film industry and as a business-
woman. She shared tales from the 
surreal Hollywood glamour of LA, 
working for Warner Bros, and running 
her own business that she set up 
called FYA or Fanny’s Your Aunt.  
Personally, I love the unique way she 
combines selling fashionable fans 
with sharing inspiring messages such 
as ‘Unstoppable Woman’, ‘Dare to be 
Rare’ and ‘No Labels’. There was an 
inspirational element running through 
the talk: if you are willing to work 
hard, and use your imagination, you 
can constantly reinvent yourself in 
the professional world.  
 
(My thanks to Ismene – Tamara’s 
daughter – for co-writing this piece!) 
 
 
 

World of Work 
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News from Stable Yard… 
 

In our assembly this week, we returned to the theme of what OBH  
means to us in Years 3 and 4: 

 

Opportunity. Belief. Happiness. 
 

As we reflected on the last two weeks, the children were able to list a 
variety of wonderful opportunities they have had to try something new. 
These ranged from the amazing day trip to Colchester Castle to the 
afternoon of Cross-Country running. We spoke about the importance of 
having self-belief in what they can achieve and how this has a positive 
effect on their general outlook. Ultimately, we want the children to be 
happy and to enjoy their time inside and outside the classroom. 
 

We were pleased to welcome the children in Year 7, who kindly came to 
listen to readers. Mrs. Bolton and Mr. Barrett were very impressed and 
it was a thoroughly enjoyable way to start the day. Equally, the children 
have looked forward to spending time with some of the Year 8 during 
playtime. There has been much laughter and enjoyment on these 
occasions.  
 

Year 3 thoroughly enjoyed becoming stone age cave painters, as they 
took their lanterns and charcoal into the ‘caves’ and created vibrant 
hunting scenes. They have also written some interesting kenning poems 
based on their historical research. George and Gus were proud to share 
their writing on Tuesday; we were all impressed with their vocabulary 
and ideas. 
 

The Middle School were treated to an exhilarating debate based on 
Year 4’s class reading book, The Iron Giant, by Ted Hughes. 4SG were 
allocated the task of preparing an argument defending if it was right for 
Hogarth to trap the Iron Man while their counterparts, 4NP, argued if it 
was, in fact, wrong for Hogarth to trap to the Iron Man. Both classes 
prepared an opening statement, three arguments and a closing 
statement. 
 

The debate was informative, skillfully articulated and conducted with 
respect and understanding of the varied points of view. After the vote 
was put to the people, also known as Year 3, it was a draw! The Middle 
School will look forward to future debates of this high calibre.  
 

This week we congratulated our Star Writers: 
George, Gus, Orlando and Hugo 

 

Well done certificates were proudly presented to: 
Alexandra, Victoria, Fin and Finnan 

 

Thank you to everyone who has signed up for the parents’ meetings on 
Tuesday; there are still some times available. Please note that the 
meetings will take place in the Britten Hall. 
 

Now the weather is turning increasingly autumnal, a 
gentle reminder that a pair of wellington boots are 
needed for the children who wish to play in the gardens. 
Also, a nice warm fleece or coat to wear is always a good 
idea. 
 

We wish you all a happy and relaxing weekend. 
 

Mrs Rice, Mrs Lee, Mr Gillott, Mr Pascalides  
&  the Middle School team 
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Calling Year 6 Parents   
 
In Design Technology Year 6 are embarking on their exciting ‘Take a 
Seat’ project.  They are investigating iconic chair design and designing 
and building a small stool with an upholstered seat.  Mr Swiney and 
myself would kindly ask that all Year 6 pupils bring in their own ‘fat 
quarter’ of fabric (approx. 55cm/22in x 50cm/20in) and optionally 2 
metres of trimmings for Monday 4th November - the first day back 
after half term.   
 
This will enable them to choose a fabric and trimming of their choice for 
their design.  Fat quarters and trimmings can be purchased cheaply - 
online from Amazon, Hobbycraft, John Lewis or better still, support your 
local haberdashery which are usually a textile treasure.  We do have a 
limited supply of basic fabrics in the workshop, but I am sure that the 
children would like to have the opportunity to choose their own  
designs.  So whether it is a polka-dot, sausage dogs, tartan, DPM, 
tweed, a colourful ribbon, funky tassle or on-trend pom pom trimming, 
we hope that you will enjoy getting involved with this process.   
 
We thank you for your support and I hope that the children get many 
years of enjoyment using their piece of furniture. 

Oakham Prep Schools’ 
Music Day 
12 children from Years 6 and 7 had an 
amazing time at Oakham School on  
Tuesday, where they joined children from 
twelve other schools to sing songs from 
Broadway musicals at Oakham’s Prep 
Schools’ Music Day.  The difficult arrange-
ments were learnt in an intense day of 
practice, and there was a performance at 
the end in the school chapel which was of a 
very high standard, where all the children 
had a chance to listen to a couple of  
Oakham’s advanced ensembles.  We had 
songs from Wicked, West Side Story,  
Matilda, Sweet Charity and, as a  
spectacular finale, You’ll Never Walk Alone.  
A memorable day was had by all. 
 

 

 

Congratulations… 
…to Helena, for being  
selected to play violin for 
Suffolk Youth Strings, which 
will give her the  
opportunity to perform at 
venues such as Snape 
Maltings and the Apex in 
Bury St. Edmunds. 

Music Notes 
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Anglian Water 2019 
 
Day 1 
 

OBH welcomed back Richard Park from Anglian Water for two amazing 
days of STEAM activities. 
 
Day one kicked off with Year 6 tasked to build a bridge from wooden 
blocks with minimum dimensions of a 20 cm span and 10cm height and 
having to support a mass of 100g. The challenge came when teams 
were asked to write a series of instructions that would allow another 
group to reconstruct their bridge. Some impressive artwork  
accompanied some variable written instructions. The end results 
ranged from the ‘…are you sure that’s a bridge?’ to a highly accurate 
recreation. Stars of the session were; Archie and Rose who impressed 
with their perseverance and excellent leadership skills. 
 
Year 7 took on the ‘Water Supply Challenge’, a creative way for our 
students to explore and develop their team work skills whilst  
challenging them to design, build and test a water supply network. The 
teams needed to ensure a satisfactory flow from tower to tap whilst 
being mindful of the land use where their pipes would run, paying par-
ticular attention to Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI). Excellent 
planning, effective communication and problem solving would be re-
quired to ensure success. Teams were set a budget of £12,000 and with 
this they had to purchase suitable pipe lengths, a range of connectors 
and then ensure that any land purchases and required engineering did 
not push them over budget. We quickly learnt who the best planners, 
accountants and problem solvers were . Stars of the session were: 
Phoebe, Ilyssa and Edward. 
 

 

 

Day 2 
Day two saw Year 8 undertake the IDEAS (Infrastructure, Development, 
Engineering, Asset & Solutions) challenge. 7 teams competed to design 
and construct a new water tower to a budget of £180,000,000. This 
sounds like a lot of money but teams would be fined £2,000,000 for 
every minute they went over time at each stage. 
 
Permissions needed to be obtained for planning, from ecology and  
arboriculture as well as negotiating power supplies from the local  
power company. Key requirements had to be met before any  
permission would be granted. Fines again were awarded for any team 
that did not have the correct permissions in place before construction 
began. 
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Anglian Water 2019…. Day 2 
 

 
 
Design and construction of the tower forced teams to consider certain 
restrictions on tower site, cost of construction materials (anything post 
application would be charged at double!) and minimum safety  
standards (the tower needs to be able to withstand hurricane speed 
winds whilst supporting a minimum mass). The tower had to reach a 
minimum height of 600mm whilst being freestanding. Quite a challenge 
for our budding engineers. Lollipop sticks, dowels, blu-tack, sellotape, 
paper and card were all brought together to construct some impressive 
towers. Some creative thinking and massaging of the rules were evident 
but almost every tower managed to survive the gale force winds they 
were exposed to.  Stars of the session were; Alice, Celia, Elena, Lily, 
Phoebe and William. 
 
Year 5 spent their session learning about the water cycle and the  
astonishing fact that only 1% of the World’s water is drinkable! Even 
more amazing is the fact that the next time you take a drink you could 
well be drinking water that was once drank by a dinosaur! But before 
we can drink the water it has to go through a multi-stage treatment 
process. This takes a vast amount of energy and we were all surprised 
to learn that Anglian Water is one of the largest single energy 
consumers in the area!  Even more shocking is the fact around 
150,000,000 litres of water is lost every day through leaks both within 
the water network and in our homes. Some very entertaining films lead 
to a raft of interesting questions from the Year 5 and hopefully every-
one is now more aware of the importance of trying their very hardest to 
conserve water. Certainly Harry, Sophie and Tacita now know exactly 
how much water is wasted when you leave the tap running as you brush 
your teeth! 
 
The cup cleaning challenge gave everyone the chance to think through a 
problem and work together as a team to clean 4 dirty cups with the 
smallest volume of water. So, do not be surprised if you now get lots of 
offers to help with the washing up, just hopefully not with a paintbrush!  
Stars of the session were; Zachary, Sophie, Ruby, Luke, Tom and Hugo. 
 
To end our time with Richard Year 4 were lucky enough to experience 
the ever popular ‘Sewage Soup’ where students got to mix their very 
own smelly, sewage mixture. The ingredients list reads like something 
out of The Twits; grease, poo, wee, half chewed food and burst teabags! 
Thankfully we were able to then see how Anglian Water are able to 
clean up this concoction before returning the water to the rivers, 
streams and reservoirs. The students thoroughly enjoyed their time 
with Richard and before we knew it our time together had come to an 
end. But not before the Stars of the session were announced; Oliver, 
Finnan, Manu and Ariane particularly impressing with their enthusiasm 
and super thinking skills. 
 
Everyone is now very much looking forward to welcoming Richard back 
next year and hopefully we will all now be doing that little bit extra to 
help preserve are valuable water supplies. 
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Boarding……….. 
 
Boys’ & Girls’ Houses 
 
A calm and more relaxing week within the boarding houses has  
enabled the children to refuel themselves for the last week of the first 
half of term. This refuelling has come in the form of delightful Head-
masters’ Suppers for some of the Year 8 cohort with further suppers 
scheduled for after Half Term. 
 
After matches the boarders enjoyed a relaxing Wednesday evening 
with a few sweeties and time to play quietly in the Library having come 
inside due to the fading light.  
 
Thursday evening began with a pizza revolution for Spero in the dining 
room. What fun and excitement everyone has had when designing 
their monumental concoctions during this first half of term and we 
must thank Mike and Jane and the kitchen staff for their huge efforts 
and attention to detail. We have been spoilt for choice of toppings both 
on the pizzas and the cupcakes and we look forward to having more 
creative cooking evenings as the term and year progress.  
 
With the initiation of the OBH Way within all areas of the school and 
with senior children leading the way, all have been encouraged to help, 
support and look after one another especially when children have  
begun boarding for the first time. With this in mind the Boys Boarding 
House finished off the week with a bizarre game of high hoops on 
Thursday evening. Much hilarity was had by all again.  

 
With Half Term approaching, please remember 
that we are holding a Circus Weekend with  
acrobatics and tricks galore for the children to 
enjoy at the end of term.  Please watch out for the 
invitation which will be sent out early in the  
second half of term.  
 

 

For any boarders’  birthday parties or any other boarding query please 

do get in touch:  

emma.easdale@obh.co.uk 
  
Spero Houseparent 
tracey.thornton@obh.co.uk
  
Girls’ Houseparent 
rob.miller@obh.co.uk 
  
Boys’ Houseparent 
Mark.warrington@obh.co.uk
  

The darker evenings have had Spero 
coming up earlier which has meant 
more time for cats cradles, puzzles, the 
new art wall and turning the dolls 
house into ever more inventive institu-
tions. This week it has been a school, a 
prison and a battlefield war hospital 
complete with emergency helicopter 
winching in the injured! 
 

 

Spero 
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Weekend Boarding……….. 
 
 
 
Saturday was a very busy day at OBH with the Open Morning followed 
by the OBH Sevens. The full boarders had all been involved and so we 
settled down for some down-time indoors. In addition to the usual  
table-tennis and pool table some of us worked on our chess skills and, 
for some, playing for the first time. It was then time for homemade 
popcorn and a movie before showers and beds. Everyone was very 
tired after a long and busy day. 
 
We welcomed Sunday with a full English breakfast in our PJ’s before 
changing into our Sunday best. This week we attended the Harvest  
Festival at Brettenham Church. Thank you to Elena for doing the  
reading and for all the children who helped in taking the various  
produce to the Church alter for the blessing. Thank you also to the  
parents and children who kindly made food donations to the  
community. Reverend Donna never disappoints with her child friendly 
sermons and the children’s interaction which brings these topics to life. 
We stayed for cakes and drinks before heading back to OBH. 
 
The rain had truly set in for the day and our planned outing to Ickworth 
unfortunately had to be cancelled. Normally we would not have let a 
little rain change our plans, but this was a day of torrential rain. We 
changed into home clothes and warmed up with a hearty roast turkey 
lunch before heading into Bury St Edmunds to go ten pin bowling. We 
had a mixed bag of levels, but after two games we all started to see 
improvements, with a little help from the use of the gutter rail to help 
guide us to the pins. There was great excitement at the number of  
tickets being won in the games areas and what prizes to choose from in 
the shop, along with some drinks and sweets. 
 
The rain persisted all day but not to be put off we returned to OBH and 
headed straight to the Britten Hall for some very competitive games of 
dodgeball. Not everyone strictly followed the rules, but we all had a lot 
of fun and used up a lot of energy. It was then time for a well-earned 
supper before calls home, baths and some more down-time before 
bed. 
 
David has suggested that we try a vegetarian weekend and is creating a 
plan and some menu ideas to persuade the other children; we are 
looking forward to his presentation. This coming weekend we are going 
to try out our pizza making skills and weather permitting we will be 
spending Saturday at Easton Park Farm in Woodbridge, Suffolk. 
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Pre-Prep … Matters of the Moment  
A Peek at our Week………………. 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Sunbeams and Little Raindrops have been studying  
autumn this week. They have been observing the  
changes that are occurring around them and have been 
making beautiful stained-glass leaf crafts. Nursery have 
also been pond-dipping and observing the wildlife 
around the school pond.  

Rainbow class have really enjoyed preparing for the 
Harvest Assembly this week. We learnt and acted out 
the story ‘Stone Soup’ and had a fun lesson  
experimenting with the vegetables to see which floated 
and which sank. We have also been learning about 
‘sorting’ in maths and enjoyed sorting ourselves into 
different sets – we even drew a huge Venn Diagram on 
the path!  

Starlights have been busy this week learning about 
harvest festivals around the world and practising for 
our performance on Friday. Did you know that in some 
African countries they celebrate with the Festival of 
Yams? Yams are like sweet potatoes.  

Dragonflies excitedly lit their Tudor buildings with  
Mr Drake in the outdoor classroom . They impressed 
him by their knowledge of the events that took 
place during The Great Fire of London. 
In English, the class have learning about Edward Lear 
and have enjoyed listening to some of his poems, as a 
class we were able to make up some funny limericks! 

Stars of the Week 

Very well done to our Stars of the Week :   
 
 

Dragonflies  Charlotte 
Starlight  Daisy 
Rainbows  Ralph 
Sunbeams &   Mabel 
Little Raindrops   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

This week we wished Freddie a very Happy 
Birthday for this coming Sunday. 

Happy Birthday! 
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This week in Pre-Prep….. 
 

 
 

Thank you to everyone who joined us for the Harvest assembly this 
morning. It was so lovely to be able to share it with the parents and Prep 
School. 
 
As always, we were so touched by all the kind donations for the Harvest 
Procession. Rev. Gibbs will be delivering all our donations, along with 
those from the weekend boarders and Brettenham church to the Stow-
market Foodbank. 
 
 

 

 
 
I hope you have a lovely weekend. 
 
Camilla Webster 
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From the Director of Sport….. 
 
 
 
 

Area County Cross Country 
Eight children travelled to RHS on Thursday to take 
part in the first round of the Area County Cross  
Country. All ran well and gave 100%.  
Congratulations to Clemmie, Lily, Archie M, Henry B 
and William W for qualifying to the next round in 
November. 
 

Girls Sport… Hockey 
 

1st VII v Barnardiston Hall 
The girls were keen to get revenge on the loss they suffered in the semi-
finals of the OBH 7’s tournament. We did not start that well and  
conceded a very soft goal in the opening five minutes. As the game went 
on we created chance after chance, we just could not get the ball to 
cross the line. It was not until half time that we finally managed it and 
the game was poised at 1-1. Barnardiston scored again in the second half 
but we stepped up a gear and put two passed them to win the game. A 
great game of hockey, played in good competitive spirits. Well done, girls 
a good come back! 
 

2nd VII v Barnardiston Hall 
Within a few minutes of the game starting OBH were in the Barnardiston 
D, making sure their opposition’s defense were working hard. Numerous 
short corners were given in OBH’s favour and OBH were soon 2-0 up. The 
girls were driven to keep attacking and occasionally neglected their  
defense but our right-back and goalkeeper made some great saves. At 
half time OBH were comfortably up 4-0, however as often happens  
confusion when changing ends left us exposed at the back. Barnardiston 
were quickly tracking our score and were now 4-2, and clawing their way 
back into the game. OBH kept pushing for more goals and were  
rewarded with a beautifully executed goal to finish the match the victors 
with the goal line at 5-2. Well done girls, perseverance is key and you 
have it in bucketfuls! 

What a glorious afternoon of sport. For once 
the weather was on our side and the pitches 
were full of happy children. The girls were 
on great form, however our first match 
against Finborough was always going to be a 
tough one. The OBH girls started well,  
scoring in the first two minutes which  
immediately put Finborough on the back 
foot. We capitalized on the pressure and 
scored again winning the game 2-0. We beat 
Ipswich and Bury and drew against Sudbury 
to leave us top of the pool. The semi-final 
was against Barnardiston who were playing 
some great hockey but they proved to be a 
step too far for us scoring in the last two 
minutes to win  the game. Although we had 
the majority of the possession a piece of 
individual brilliance by their captain earned 
them a place in the final. It was a terrific 
afternoon, the girls did the school proud; 
well done, to all the competitors. 

On Saturday with the sun shining the 2nd VII 
girls team worked hard in all their group 
matches and successfully qualified for the 
plate competition. In the first round of  
play-offs the girls were outstanding against 
Ipswich School and won 2-0, securing them 
a place in the Plate Final against Bury Larks. 
It was a tense final with the ball moving 
from end to end, and OBH held off Bury who 
were a very strong team until the last few 
minutes. A 0-2 loss to Bury in what was a 
thrilling game secured them silver place in 
the Plate competition. Well done, girls;  
could not be prouder.  

OBH U13 A Sevens 

OBH U13 B Sevens 
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From the Director of Sport….. 
 

U11A County Hockey Tournament 
On Monday the U11s travelled to Rushmere to compete in the County 
Hockey Tournament. First up were Woodbridge School and we went out 
hard from the first whistle. We opened our goal scoring account early, 
from open play, and this set the tone for the match and the day ahead. 
We finished 3-0 up which was a fantastic way to start the afternoon. 
Next up were South Lee and more goals were put away as we beat them 
3-1. This was followed by Ipswich School, who we knew were strong and 
skilful, but the team continued with their winning ways and won 1-0. 
Framlingham, the reigning champions, were up next and they were on 
fine form beating us 3-0. The last group match was against Finborough 
and we sealed the win from some great stick work in open play. This 
placed us second in our group and going forward to play Orwell Park in 
the semi-finals. This was a truly brilliant game of hockey with end to end 
play and full dedication and commitment from both teams. With 30  
seconds left on the clock we were 2-2 and with the last phase of attack 
Orwell managed to sneak the win. Despite the shear exhaustion the girls 
went onto to play Framlingham again for the 3rd/4th play-offs. They 
stepped up to the challenge and were determined to do better. That 
they did and in the process showed their true grit and determination. 
OBH were placed 4th in the County. A fantastic achievement and one the 
team absolutely deserve. Their attitude and work ethic was impeccable 
throughout. They played their socks off and did everything that was 
asked of them. Mrs Phillips and Mrs Thurlow are incredibly proud of 
them. 
 

U11 Hockey Festival at Culford School 
 
After Monday’s high at the County Tournament the U11s travelled to 
Culford on Wednesday to play in their hockey festival (tournament). 
Twelve schools competed and our first match was against Ipswich 
School. This was an evenly matched game, with end to end play which 
resulted in a 0-0 draw. Next up were Moreton Hall who we beat 1-0. This 
left us joint 1st with Ipswich School in our group. Both schools had the 
same points, goals for and goals against. Therefore it was decided that 3 
penalty flicks would be taken to decide the winner of the group. This was 
very exciting and nerve wracking at the same time. Despite this the girls 
were keen to volunteer themselves to take the flicks. After 3 flicks each 
the score was 1-1. We were now onto sudden death which played out 
until the 6th flick, which Ipswich missed and OBH scored. With great 
 excitement we were through as winners of our group. Barnardiston 
were winners of their group and were our next match. Unfortunately we 
lost 0-1 and were onto the 3rd/4th play offs. This was against Culford Bs 
who we dominated; the majority of play being carried out in their  
defensive half, if not D. After several penalty corners and much open 
play OBH found the back board and claimed 3rd place. The team had 
done an excellent job at carrying forward the momentum and intensity 
from Monday as well as trying to consecrate some of the things they had 
learnt at Counties. This team has made such progress already this term. I 
am very much looking forward to watching them go from strength to 
strength.  

 
Well done to Iona in Year 8 who  has been 
selected for the U13 Suffolk  hockey squad. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
Mr Bolt and his team will be running a 
sports camp on Tuesday 22nd October  
9.30 am-3.00 pm at OBH. These prove very 
popular and children in Years 3-8 are all  
welcome. The day consists of plenty games 
such as benchball, dodgeball etc. in the 
Britten Hall plus football, tennis and time to 
play on Rory’s place. The cost for the day is 
£30 and to book your child in, please email 
josh.bolt@obh.co.uk. 

Congratulations 

Half Term  
Sport Camp at OBH 
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obh mail 
From the Director of Sport….. 
 

Boys Sport 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1st XII v Barnardiston & St. Felix 
On Wednesday OBH played against Barnardiston Hall and St. Felix. The 
first game against Barnardiston was dominated during the first few 
minutes of the game with a couple of super individual tries by OBH. The 
opposition started to get into their stride to run hard at the OBH  
defence. Complacency in the OBH defensive line soon led to two quick 
tries by Barnardiston to level the game. The second half was end to end 
and a couple of try saving tackles by OBH kept the boys in the game. A 
super improvised kick by OBH over the defensive line and a fantastic pick 
up gave OBH the lead heading into the final five minutes. Unfortunately, 
a break down the wing from the opposition allowed Barnardiston to 
score the final try of game. The game finished 3-3. The fixture against St. 
Felix saw OBH come out onto the field with much more determination to 
win, with aggressive running and good ball speed down the line. This led 
to the boys spreading the ball out wide and attacking the corners to 
score a number of tries. At the final whistle the score finished 4-0 to 
OBH.  
 

U11A v St. John’s 
Having waited for a while, the boys began to show a number of positive 
parts of our play which have been installed during training sessions. The 
opposition also tried to use the width and did so with greater success in 
the first half. Trailing at half time, it was then important for the boys to 
regroup and reap the rewards of some good attacking moves which be-
gan with passes being made early, creating the space out wide for others 
to exploit. It was great to see our boys changing their minds at various 
stages of the game and thinking on their feet rather than charging into 
the crowded areas again and again. A thrilling finish saw the boys score 
two late tries and through their own fortitude and huge efforts they 
came out victorious again. 
 

U11B v St John’s 
The boys had a tough afternoon of rugby against a strong St John’s side. 
A long pre-match warm-up may have gone against us as we looked  
exhausted in the first half and St John’s took full advantage as they ran in 
four early tries. We did improve in the second half when we supported 
the ball carrier and looked to get the ball wide, but unfortunately this did 
not happen consistently enough to take us over the St John’s try line, or 
to get back in the match. Let’s take the positives and move on!  

A super afternoon of rugby was had by all 
on Saturday. The first match was a thriller 
seeing Finborough School beating St.John’s 
having been 3-0 down at half time. OBH had 
success in their first match against Ipswich 
School. A mixture of aggressive attacking 
play and a fight to keep possession at the 
break down helped OBH secure a 3-0  
victory. OBH were up next against  
Finborough and three early tries by the  
opposition put OBH on the back foot. The 
second half was all about pride and OBH 
most definitely showed this with some 
excellent tackles put in and some great lines 
run to break the Finborough defence. The 
last game for OBH was against St. John’s. 
The opposition were strong and quick in 
their attack and moved the ball with pace 
down the line. This allowed them to score a 
number of tries. Again OBH fought hard 
however, St. John’s came away as well-
deserved winners.  

What a wonderful festival of rugby this was 
as all boys revelled in this competitive 
 environment. There was some awesome 
rugby played by all the teams and all were 
able to score tries, tackle hard and ruck and 
maul with great strength and determination. 
Our first game was excellent and it was not 
long before we were camped on the opposi-
tion line. Many shouts of pass were happen-
ing before the ball was finally driven over 
the line for a try. The team then went from 
strength to strength and in with more and 
more passing we were able to win well. The 
second game looked as though it would be 
tough and so it proved. Barnardiston ran 
and passed well out of the tackle however 
we moved the ball wide and scored more 
tries. This huge effort left us with a final 
game to play and it was going to be  
important that we continued to pass the ball 
wide and use our pace rather than try to 
bulldoze our way through. Having gone a try 
down and then 2-1 down we needed to 
score twice to win. One try came and almost 
a third, however play was stopped for an 
injury and a deserved draw was the final 
result.  A huge well done, to all the boys 
who played with spirit and began to use the 
width with more assertiveness.  

OBH  U13 Sevens 

OBH U11 Sevens 
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